
MINUTES OF PRUDHOE PATHFORCE, 16
TH

 MAY, 2016 

AT 2:00 p.m.  AT THE SPETCHELLS CENTRE, PRUDHOE 

PRESENT:  Pete Barrett (Chairman), Tim Fish (NCC), Mavis Harris 

(Secretary/RA),  Brian Hudspith,  Geoff Diamond (CTC),  Lynne Breen 

APOLOGIES:  There were apologies from Jo Bentley and June Rose 

 MINUTES: The Minutes of the previous meeting were agreed.  

MATTERS ARISING:  TF reported that work had been done to improve BY 54, but BR 

12 was still to be resolved.  It was decided to serve notice of obstruction on NCC. 

NCC REPORT AND ROW PROBLEMS:.  Work to restore the path through the 

Country Park was in hand. Network Rail intended to refigure the level crossing at 

Mickley Junction and when this was done the appropriate signage would be put in place. 

The agreements for the new footpaths in Prudhoe Hospital Woods had been signed. The 

general condition was good but some improvement work on one section would be done 

over the summer. Some work was also needed on the byway to the Clinty Burn. On BR 

14 a drain had been cleared out by someone unknown but a new channel had appeared 

further down.  

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT:  PB had received the grant from Prudhoe Town Council.  Ian 

Warburton had agreed to audit the accounts. 

 SECRETARY’S REPORT:  MH and BH reported on their attendance at the centenary 

celebrations of the Methodist Church. Their display had attracted interest in the group’s 

activities.  It was decided that it would be useful to have a display board for such events. 

The one used by the Ladies Golf Club seemed suitable.  BH to investigate and buy.  

MH receives regular up-dates of the Land of Oak and Iron Project. TF said he hoped 

funding for the work in the Hospital Woods might be available from the project. The Daft 

as a Brush Charity had recently walked the lengths of the North and South Tyne in 

connection with the book it has published on the walk.  MH and GD had met the walkers 

near Hammerite while out with the Prudhoe Health Walkers. 

INTER-PARISH WALK:  Work on the layout of the leaflet was almost complete. TF 

gave the group some photographs to choose one for the front cover. Coun. Anne Dale had 

given Broomley PC a cheque for £100 towards the cost.  

The next meeting will be held at 2 p.m. on 18
th

 JULY.  

 The meeting closed at 3:25 p.m. 


